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Introduction
The stability of a democratic system depends to a great extent on the subjective feeling
of citizens that the institutions creating it, despite numerous shortcomings and errors, are
better than the institutions that could replace them1. That conviction, if well based, constitutes
a certain cultural capital of democratic societies and facilitates efficient rule and rational
relationships between the society and political elites. Having accepted a broad understanding
of the concept of institution2, one has to admit that a similar logics of legitimation should be
applied not only to law and formal organizations but also to some fixed patterns of behavior
in the sphere of public life,

in which political debate plays an important role. The

communication between the subjects of power is at the same time the communication of the
power with the public; thus it provides characteristic canons of a proper political debate.
Consequently, they co-create the rules of informal communication among the citizens on
political issues and simultaneously determine communication standards of the feedback
between the public and the governing bodies. The repetitiveness of the conventional
determinants that appear in formal debates results in the “ritualization” of reciprocal
interactions in both areas (between the actors of the political scene and also between the
power and the public), which impairs the possibility to reach such significant values for
democracy as compromise, cooperation or just rational discussion. The article aims at the
analysis of the reasons of the antagonistic style of the political life in Poland, especially after
the crash of the president’s plane in Smolensk in April 2010. The author presents at least four
general determinants of the conflicting interactions on the contemporary political scene: the
lack of a rational and constructive criticism on the part of the citizens, the lack of the tradition
of political consensus, the structure of the political scene and the high stake of the game and
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also the object of the dispute. They all result in the fact that the majority of conflicts in Polish
politics are discussed in the moral and axiological sphere and are not content-related.

1. A critical or captious citizen?
Social assessments of democracy, at least in the area which seems to be crucial from the
point of view of the above generalizations, lead to the conclusion that the ways of critical
assessment are not constructive in nature. Throughout the whole period of transformation till
the present moment, there have been more people unsatisfied with democracy, and “ bad
methods of governing” and “quarrels between parties”
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have been considered as the most

common reasons of such a state of affairs. On the other hand, in the last decade almost 30%
of the society has invariably shared the opinion that arguments between political parties are an
abnormal phenomenon in a democratic system, and nearly half of the respondents in 2009
considered arguments between the government, the parliament and the president as
“undemocratic”. There is no doubt that the intensification of such negative assessment does
not result from the negation of the conflict itself, but first of all it is the effect of the rejection
of the way the dispute is lead on the political level. Politics has always been the rivalry of
different identities; however, one should bear in mind that every relationship in politics can be
transformed into antagonism that may result in the rejection of one party of the conflict from
the common symbolic universum4. Antagonism enters into political interactions through the
language used in the discourse. That is why, the way of debating is decisive as regards the
functionality or dysfunctionality of a dispute and it mainly depends on the subject of
discussion.

The critical attitude to democracy and to the way of leading disputes by political elites
that has been observed for a long time does not result in any significant consequences apart
from political passiveness. Since 2005, in all subsequent elections (the parliamentary and
presidential elections and the ones to self-governments or to the European Parliament) Poles
have chosen the representatives of the parties that they blame for a high level of conflicts in
politics. In 2006 as many as 72% of the respondents of the CBOS (Polish Public Opinion
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Centre) were convinced that the politicians were conflicted and divided to a greater degree
than before the parliamentary elections that took place a year before 5, and in 2010 the
percentage of people stating that the level of aggression in politics was higher than that five
years before, amounted to 76% 6. Moreover, the spectacular cases of recent months: on the
one hand the interactions between the so called “defenders of the cross” in front of the
Presidential Palace and the supporters of removing it and , on the other hand, the celebrations
of the 30th anniversary of the Gdansk Agreement in the shipyard meeting hall show that the
culture of rational dispute is also nonexistent on the social level. Negative evaluation of the
political communication does not form the mechanism of the enforcement of responsibility7,
as the citizens keep complaining and criticizing without the application of any universal and
sound criteria of their assessment. Most frequently, we have to do with a “captious” citizen
and not a “critical” one that is well informed in political processes and highly involved in
changes8.

2. Model of harmony, model of consent
Several authors concerned with the issue of political rivalry predicted the fact that a
rivalry full of political conflicts would be a typical feature of the process of post-communism
democratization and that they would be more intensive and violent than the ones in stabilized
democracies. They would result from the instability of the party system and a high stake of
the political game9. Poland, as a young democracy, is not free from the problems and hazards
that may weaken its legitimization. The authors of the works on the formation of the political
class in Poland in the late 1980s and in the 1990s point at the existence of the so called
“disagreement syndrome“ among the political class, which had (and probably still has) its
sources in a divergent, and sometimes exclusive, perception of consensus, which is treated by
political elites as something unrealistic, futile or harmful10. Włodzimierz Wesołowski presents
several crucial elements of the “disagreement syndrome“. According to him, they are: a
fundamental intransigence (the rejection of the possibility to enter the relationships with
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parties that are “historically compromised”, asymmetry in legitimization (one’s own
legitimization is “valid”, while the legitimization of the others is completely rejected or
partially questioned), the obstinacy and tendency to use clichés by Polish politicians (which
impedes a positive argumentation), a strong party egoism and egocentrism of the leaders
(which results in “fight for power without any programme targets”) and also collective and
individual ambitions and artificially exaggerated identities11. According to Chantal Mouffe,
contemporary politics is in fact a “nest of antagonism” (in the sense suggested by Carl
Schmitt, a German political philosopher,) in which every political relationship is a relation of
a friend versus enemy (frontal struggle between enemies)12. In such a model, different
identities are treated as alien ones, and that imposes directly the way of political
communication.
On the other hand it seems, that the normative basis of the society (Poland is not an
exception here) supports such a way of conflict solving on the political scene. Several
investigations13 show, the we are a “society working its way up”, which is – among others –
proved by our attachment to the so called (material) “scarcity values” which must mean a
smaller popularity to such values as tolerance, individual’s autonomy and compromise. We
often tend to refer to such traditional authorities as family, religion and nation but at the same
time we are susceptible to irrational argumentation: conspiracy theories, political myths, etc14.
It seems, that in the context of a high level of the institutionalized distrust (both horizontal and
vertical15) and – on the political level – of the suspiciousness that influences the reciprocal
interactions of the most important subjects, the “disagreement syndrome” gains in power and
deconstructs the agenda of the political and social dispute. That also results from the fact that
the basic model of unity that is accepted in politics is the model of the imposed and enforced
unity whose aim is to impose a dogma, a not a model of unity negotiated in the course of
argumentation aiming at agreement16. The axiological conflict concerning fundamental and
integral values constitutes the dominating model of dispute in Polish politics. That can be seen
both in the debates that concern issues of significant social causes and consequences (the
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Treaty of Nice debate) and in ones that from today’s perspective can be treated as unimportant
(the debate on the installation of missile shield in Poland
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or the debate on introducing the

euro18). However, as it was stated by Juan Linz and David Ost, the probability to reach a
compromise in a rivalry that is based on the conflict of values is much lesser than in the case
of a rivalry based on the conflict of interests19. The first one most frequently becomes a zero
game 20.
Thus, a question arises what agreement model is plausible and what real function it
should have in politics. It is obvious that a common agreement, a unity of opinion and a
certain political homogenization cannot be the targets. Consent in politics should be perceived
in a constructive way: as a skill of political subjects to build areas where co-operation
between the parties of possible conflicts could develop. That is why a competence in initiating
disputes that concern interests and not values (where preparation to a discourse is not
required) should be a measure of the consensual potential in politics.

3. The politics after the plane crash
A specific way of debating in public, in which citizens participate through mass media,
creates a certain social norm that determines the standard of discussions on political issues.
The norm, to a great extent, socializes politically the citizens and creates barriers for a
compromise or an action that is based on interests. In present-day contemporary politics,
which is mediatized and personalized, the members of political elite play the role of opinionmakers and their activities become a legitimizing argument for the public. Thus, critical
assessment of mutual interactions on the political scene results in the dissatisfaction in
democracy itself. The analysis of the reports from public opinion surveys in the last decade
that regarded the mutual perception of the electorates of the presently most prominent two
parties lead to the conclusion that the antagonistic behavior on the political scene has an
impact on the conflict on the social level and the year 2005 (the failure of the expected POPiS coalition) can be considered as the moment of a radical polarization among the supporters
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of both parties
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. It is worth analyzing the mechanisms of the mutual strengthening of the

antagonism.
On the one hand, it is the politicians themselves who create a relationship that is
destructive and conflicting, and on the other, the structure of the political scene and the
“target” the biggest parties want to reach that favor the bipolarity, and consequently lead to a
conflict of a zero-sum game. The change happened in 2005. The traditions of the political
dispute in the first decade of the Republic of Poland III cannot serve as an example of the
behavior pattern in which consensus is supported. Moreover, for the last five years neither of
the two dominant parties that fought for the electoral victory (high stake) has had the interest
in conducting a policy that aimed at reaching a compromise. The subsequent disputes (over
the motorways, the organization of Euro 2012, the health service, etc) were conducted with
the use of the same logics of argumentation, which was axiological and not technical in
nature. Even the debates with a particular “technical potentials” (on the missile shield, the
introduction of euro) show, that they could be “irrationalized” because this provided media
visibility22 which was beneficial from the point of view of the debate participants. Such a
mechanism, which makes the maintenance of that model advantageous, becomes a “driving
force” of the politics and public debate (the same rules are adopted by non-politicians:
journalists, experts, authorities, etc).
At present – after the president’s plane crash in Smolensk in April 2010 – one should
take into consideration one more factor that impedes technical discussions. Now, it is not only
the interest and the will of particular subject and the dualistic structure of the political scene
but also the object of the dispute that determine the antagonism. The uniqueness and
significance of the crash and its complicated consequences that are still visible (the
presidential campaign and elections, the investigation and its results, the contradicting
interpretations of the crash results, etc) resulted in the situation where the latest political
discourse became almost completely a dispute on values; it is a conflict of exceptive
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axiological orders which does not aim at beating the political opponent, but on his public
delegitimization23.

4. Real election campaign
The form of the campaign before the presidential election of 2010 was difficult to
predict. In the public debate- immediately after the plane crash - hopes and expectations
appeared as regards the metamorphosis of the hitherto dominating way of making politics,
especially concerning the relations between the politicians of PO and PiS.

They were

expressed – which is not a surprise – by the esteemed authorities of political life as well as the
hierarchs of the catholic church. Tadeusz Mazowiecki, the ex-prime minister, stated bluntly: I
would like very much that this event should change Polish politics. However, as an
experienced man I know that it is not easy and I am not very hopeful. Yet, I hope that the
mediocrity that exists in Polish politics, when facing that great tragedy, will be removed for at
least some time24.
Jerzy Buzek, the chairman of the UE Parliament, stated: I hope the language of the
campaign will change and will not remind the one used five years ago. This is probably the
expectation and wish of all Poles25. The Warsaw metropolitan, archbishop Kazimierz Nycz
asked a following question to the people also out of the political circles: When we reflect upon
that event -to what extent will changes occur in our thinking, acting, in the content and
form?26. Cardinal Stanisław Dziwisz joined in the same tone: May high personal culture,
mutual respect and dialogue not be utopian concepts but the determinants of Polish social
and political life27.
Tragedies experienced by people, both in the individual and collective sense, may have
an impact on the change of their way of thinking and behavior. There was a question that
seemed significant and was extremely frequently asked in the first weeks after the plane
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crash: Will the potential change come true as regards the behavior and way of thinking among
the 361 MPs of the PiS and PO, the parties that had conflicting relationships since 2005? The
representatives of the Jarosław Kaczyński’s election committee stated that the changes were
to be permanent. Their candidate himself expressed that conviction in his on-line message to
the Russian people : There are moments in history, that can change everything. However,
there was a factor that limited the credibility of that statement as the same arguments were
used in the past, (e.g. J.Kaczyński slogan “Peace, not war!” at the party congress in Krakow
in late January and early February. Now, the unprecedented character of the situation was to
legitimize the change.
From today’s perspective a precise analysis can be conducted and the conclusion may
be that the events of April 2010 did not remove the barriers on the way to effective, i.e.
rational political rivalry. However, the answer to the question whether and to what extent the
rules that govern the interactions between political opponents will change could have been
given much earlier, before the results of the elections. In order to do this, it was not enough to
concentrate on the messages of the candidates or the members of the election committee given
when they played their official roles or functions. A closer observation of the real interactions
between the conflicting parties – disregarding the official language of the election campaign –
would have enabled making correct hypotheses on the directions of trends in Polish politics
in subsequent years. This is also a suggestion concerning the investigations on current
politics. A set of cases given below – their order is in accordance with the progress of the
campaign – makes it possible to reach conclusions that were confirmed by Jarosław
Kaczyński, on the night of the 4 June 2010, when the second round of the elections was
completed: We have suspended this issue for the time of the campaign; we must find the true
answer, in every aspect: the moral, political and the legal one as well28.

Case 1: Parliamentary debate on the government measures taken after the Smolensk
plane crash (29 April 2010)
The MPs of all parliamentary clubs and groups participated in the debate. One of the
most interesting moments of the debate was the exchange of arguments between the Prime
Minister, Donald Tusk and the PiS Mp, Wojciech Szarama. The debates gives impression –
apart from the obvious fact, that all circumstances of the crash have to be clarified sooner or
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later – that both parties of the interaction formulate mutual accusations in a more or less
concealed way.
W. Szarama:
So far, I have the impression that there has been some information chaos. The information
that we are given, sometimes from the officials, happen to be contradictory, imprecise and do
not meet the social expectations, the expectations of Poles to receive the answers to the
simplest questions29.
D. Tusk:
One must be exceptionally malicious to assume that, for example, the prime minister knows
the exact time of the crash but does not inform the public about it. And if he does not give this
information, it means that he wants to hide something. The problem of the time of the crash is
an example how important it is to be patient while waiting for the communiqué that is
reliable; it is not the case – as it may seem – that the truth is obvious30.

Case 2: Looking for the person responsible for the choice of the delegation members to
go to Smoleńsk (29 April – 2 May 2010)

The dispute that took place mainly in the media, concerned first of all the decision on
the presence of the commanders of all types of troops on the board of one plane. The strategy
of all the parties of the conflict consisted in avoiding the responsibility and the attempts to
blame the political opponent. The conflict parties were, among others: Witold
Błaszczykowski (the vice-head of the BBN/the National Security Bureau), Jacek Sasin (the
vice-head of the President’s Cabinet), Elżbieta Jakubiak (the then PiS MP) and Bogdan Klish,
the Minister of Defense. Especially the arguments of the first three speakers were discrediting
in nature and, consequently, seem to increase the political conflict.
E. Jakubiak:
It was not rational, and it should have been. Especially in the case of commanders, army
officers, the minister of defense. It is not like among civilians, somewhere in the Cabinet31.
J. Sasin:
Either the minister knew and does not want to admit it or he did not, which would mean that
the minister has no idea what is going on in the army32.
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W. Waszczykowski:
If I were the head of the Ministry of National Defense, I would have more honor. The minister
should resign33.
Case 3: the PO politicians’ allegations of the “crash appropriation” by the PiS (30 April
– 1 May 2010)
The allegations were sometimes formulated directly and sometimes in a less direct way.
However, they always suggested the PiS politicians try to monopolize the mourning and make
use of the tragedy in the political struggle. The other party used the same argument in a
strategy of retaliation: it is you who play a political game. The case is exemplified by the
statements of the head of the PO parliamentary club a PiS MEP.
G. Schetyna:
This is appropriating the Smolensk tragedy. Every family of the victim has the right to say
such a thing. But it is only Jarosław Kaczyński, who does it. It is not right. From the very
beginning the PiS has been presenting the crash not as the tragedy of 96 peole, but mainly as
the tragedy of the presidential couple, the tragedy of Lech Kaczyński and the members of the
PiS. They want to make political use of the plane crash . They want to treat the President’s
death instrumentally, to make him a symbol so that he becomes a natural patron of the PiS.
This is an element of the PiS strategy – appropriating the tragedy and using it as a political
support34.
J. Wojciechowski:
No, Mr Schetyna. It is not the PiS that appropriated the tragedy. It is the tragedy that
appropriated the PiS, taking away numerous politicians and activists. (…) Schetyna does not
believe in PiS’s tears. For them only the sadness of Komorowski, the sorrow of Tusk and
Palikot’s speechless mourning are honest and true. And perhaps also the spontaneous
sobbing of Monika (Kaczyńska). This is real mourning that does not appropriate anything….
And PiS is not frank in its mourning, perhaps it is even enjoying its victims.. 35
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Case 4: Mutual blaming for „ineligible” methods of running the election camping (9-10
May 2010)
In the case of both candidates the form and content of the reproach was similar. It
consisted in stressing the fact that in the media debate the opponent run the campaign in an
unbecoming way. The term referred to the moment, place and the form of action. Such a
dispute may be surprising to observers as every action in the course of a campaign should be
treated as a method of election campaigning. B.Komorowski was criticized for his web chat
during his visit to Moscow (Elżbieta Jakubiak), J.Kaczyński was imputed dishonest intentions
and accused of striking a political deal in his Internet “Message to Russian friends” (Andrzej
Halicki, a PO MP)
A. Halicki:
I have an impression of falsity and dishonest message. In fact, this is an electoral message to
Poles36.
E. Jakubiak:
Today it seems, that the candidate’s Web chat is shown everywhere and actually I do not
know in what character he went there. As a president ad interim, a presidential candidate or
a speaker of the Parliament37?

Case 5: The appeals to the political opponent to plead guilty (11 May 2010)
Such appeals appeared already on the day of the plane crash, and their point was that
„the one who criticized us should apologize now..” They were made numerous times by
publicists, journalists and also by the citizens that were asked by TV reporters. The theme that
demands expiation is still present in the statements of the PiS politicians and often dominates
the relationships with the politicians of other parties (mainly of the PO). Such argumentation
closes discussions and reduces the opportunities to change the negative interaction. The
statement of Paweł Kowal, the then PiS MP, serves as a good example:
P. Kowal:
It was not right that in Poland someone was called a Russophobe to be presented as a black
character. This is not a wise solution. (…) The ones who called Jarosław Kaczyński this way
and did it in public in western newspapers should admit their blame. But they should have
done it before, as there were no reasons to call him this way38.
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Case 6: Interview with Władysław Bartoszewski (5 May 2010)
Władysław Bartoszewski, a great authority for many people, an honorary member of the
PO candidate’s election committee commented bluntly in the Der Standard, an Austrian
newspaper, the methods used by Jarosław Kaczyński in his campaign. One should wonder,
whether the words were adequate to the situation and what the consequences of such
statements might be. The journalist’s question was: “Were you surprised that Jarosław
Kaczyński, the twin brother of the late president candidates in the elections?“In his answer,
W.Bartoszewski, the ex-minister of foreign affairs said:
If Jarosław Kaczyński – and it has already started – uses this great loss as an argument in
the election campaign, I will have to say that I am as much against pedophilia as necrophilia
of any kind39.
Case 7: Talk between Kazimierz Kutz and Elżbieta Jakubiak (7 May 2010)
And finally – although more examples could be provided- a conversation in a TV
studio between the PO and PiS MPs40. There were allegations on the part of the PO that PiS
makes use of the tragedy in the political struggle; that it manipulates by presenting Jarosław
Kaczyński as its only victim and that PIS’s activities and Kaczyński’s better results in preelection surveys result in the weakening of the Polish currency. All the arguments appealed to
emotions, aimed at discrediting and stigmatizing. On the other hand, PiS blamed the PO
politicians for the lack of empathy towards the ones who are authentic in their mourning; that
they are aggressive towards their political opponents and they are not worthy of discussing
with. The common denominator of both parties is a strong trend to discredit the opponent
him/herself and his/her views and argument. Thus, the argument of power seems to be the
most efficient argument. The question is: “has anything changed?” The fragment of the TV
debate mentioned above may make us think on political change:

Journalist: So what do you expect from the PiS? (the question is to K.Kutz, but it is
answered by E.Jakubiak)
E.J.: Disco-pole or short films with a pig on the table. Don’t expect such a thing from us, Mr
Kutz.
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K.K.: I wish, you didn’t say such things.
E.J.: This is you offer to the Polish people
K.K.: In my opinion, the point is that we should start talking about what Poland will be in the
nearest future ….
E.J.: So let’s talk about education, Silesia, the shipyard sthat that you have closed down….
K.K.: So don’t interrupt me, I don’t interrupt you.
E.J.:. It’s you, who keep on interrupting me all the time.

Conclusion

The destructive character of the conflict in Polish politics is determined by factors that
are cultural in nature (routinized and ritualized interactions), structural (the support for
particular parties, significant target at stake – the election victory and the prospect of forming
a government independently) and situational (the object of the dispute). One should also
mention the elements that strengthen the durability of the factors listed above. They are: the
weakness of the social control over the political elites, their insufficient moral and intellectual
level and the interest on the part of mass media to show attractive news. The recognition of all
these mutually interwoven determinants will make it possible to give correct answers on
questions concerning the causes and the character of the conflicts on the Polish political
scene.
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Summary
The patterns of political interactions, when applied for a long time, may preserve
models of relationships between the politicians and citizens. The article presents the
determinants of the antagonistic style of making politics in Poland with a particular
consideration of the situation after the presidential plane crash in Smoleńsk in April 2010.
There are at least four such factors: the lack of a rational and constructive criticism on the part
of the citizens, the lack of the tradition of political consensus, the structure of the political
scene and the subject matter of the disputes. The theses given in the second part are illustrated
by the examples of statements made by politicians in the election campaign of 2010.

